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Plane wave excitation for frequency domain electromagnetic
problems by means of impedance boundary condition
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The paper presents how a plane wave excitation could be modeled in the context of the Discrete Geometric Approach (DGA) by
means of an impedance boundary condition, a capability that DGA was lacking. A methodology for the construction of an equivalent
model of an anechoic wall is then presented as an application of the developed theory. The advantages of the resulting model are
twofold: taking into account all the geometric details of the anechoic material requires more computational resources. Moreover,
when an entire anechoic chamber is to be modeled, it is easier to deal with a flat wall rather than one covered with cones and
ferrite tiles. The proposed equivalent model allows for a great simplification, while maintaining a good degree of accuracy.
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I. INTRODUCTION

THE aim of this work is to formulate an impedance
boundary condition with plane wave excitation (excita-

tion condition, for conciseness) for the Discrete Geometric
Approach (DGA), a numerical method useful to solve a wide
class of problems, in particular the full electromagnetic wave
propagation problem [1]. The proposed boundary condition
allows to apply a plane wave excitation to the simulation
domain boundaries but also permits to the reflected waves to
exit. An application of the condition aimed at the construction
of an equivalent electromagnetic model of a real anechoic
wall is then presented, since numerical modeling of anechoic
chambers is a very actual topic [4], [5]. An anechoic wall
is composed by a number of basic elements which we call
unitary cells (Fig. 1). A cell consists of four distinct regions:
from left to right, the first one represents the air in front
of the wall, the second accommodates the absorbing cones,
the third is air again and the fourth is where the ferrite tiles
are placed. The leftmost surface Σ represents the excitation,
where a plane wave of angular frequency ω and wave vector
normal to Σ is forced. The study of an entire wall reduces
essentialy to the study of that unitary cell, which is also
the computational domain Ω where the numerical problem is
defined. Then, the wave impedance is calculated on a plane Π
(Fig. 3) parallel to Σ internal to Ω and not intersecting the cone
region. Finally, using standard formulae from transmission line
theory, the impedance ZΠ calculated on Π is de-embedded
to the right side of the unitary cell, obtaining ZΠ′ . In this
way, the original model with cone-ferrite assembly can be
replaced by an equivalent one made of an empty volume
terminated with the de-embedded impedance ZΠ′ . Such an
equivalent model will enable us to simulate an entire anechoic
wall and not just an unitary cell, with quite good accuracy,
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Figure 1: The unitary cell, which consists of the excitation ⌃, air (light
gray), cones (dark gray) and ferrites (surface at the right).
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Fig. 1. The unitary cell, which consists of the excitation Σ, air (light gray),
cones (dark gray) and ferrites (surface at the right).

reduced computational effort and ease of modeling, since the
required number of mesh elements is much smaller and only
flat surfaces are involved.

The article starts with a brief review of the continuous wave
propagation problem, together with its discrete counterpart;
in addition the admittance boundary conditions of [1] are
recalled, both in the continuous and discrete setting. In section
IV the article goes through the details behind the impedance
boundary condition with excitation. Finally the application is
described and numerical results are presented.

II. THE ELECTROMAGNETIC PROBLEM

The electromagnetic wave propagation problem in the fre-
quency domain at angular frequency ω is obtained directly
from the Maxwell’s equations

∇× e(r) = −iωb(r), (1)
∇× h(r) = iωd(r) + js(r), (2)

together with the constitutive relations

d(r) = ε(r)e(r), (3)
h(r) = ν(r)b(r), (4)

where d, e, h, b are complex-valued vector functions of
the position vector r ∈ Ω, representing respectively electric
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displacement, electric, magnetic and magnetic induction fields;
ε and ν are respectively the electric and the magnetic material
positive definite tensors. For the sake of clarity and concise-
ness, the position dependence of functions d, e, h, b, js, ν,
ε will be considered impicit from now on and thus omitted.
By neglecting the imposed currents js and substituting (3)
and (4) in (2), and then using (1), the electromagnetic wave
propagation problem becomes

∇× (ν∇× e)− ω2εe = 0, (5)

which can be solved subject to specific boundary conditions,
for example the impedance boundary condition

Zh× n = ((n× e)× n), (6)

where n is the outward normal of the considered boundary
surface ∂Ω. From now we will develop our discussion using
mainly admittance instead of impedance, because it arises
naturally from the proposed formulation.

III. DGA FORMULATION OF THE ELECTROMAGNETIC
PROBLEM

The DGA requires a discretization of the region Ω in which
the problem is defined, consisting in a pair of interlocked grids
G and G̃. G is a tetrahedral grid while G̃ is obtained from G
by barycentric subdivision [2]. The electromagnetic quantities
are defined on the geometric elements composing these grids,
in particular
• the electromotive force Ui =

∫
ei
e·dl on the primal edges

ei ∈ G,
• the magnetic flux Φi =

∫
fi
b · ds on the primal faces

fi ∈ G,
• the magnetomotive force Fi =

∫
ẽi
h · dl, on the dual

edges ẽi ∈ G̃,
• the electric flux Ψi =

∫
f̃i
d ·ds, on the dual faces f̃i ∈ G̃.

Moreover, the standard face-edge incidence matrices C on G
and CT on G̃ are introduced. According to the DGA, (1), (2),
(3) and (4) have their discrete counterparts, written in terms
of the quantities defined above

CU = −iωΦ, (7)

CTF = iωΨ + Is, (8)
Ψ = MεU, (9)
F = MνΦ. (10)

The arrays U, Φ, F and Ψ collect circulations and fluxes
of the electromagnetic quantities on edges and faces of a
given tetrahedron, while symmetric positive definite matrices
Mε and Mν are calculated according to [2]. The array Is
denotes the conduction current across dual faces but, as in
the continuous case, they are not taken into account in the
following. The discrete wave propagation problem is then
derived as

(CTMνC− ω2Mε)U = 0. (11)

The discrete counterpart of the admittance boundary condi-
tions is encoded as

Fb = MY U, (12)

n eb ẽb

Figure 1: The unitary cell, which consists of the excitation ⌃, air (light
gray), cones (dark gray) and ferrites (surface at the right).
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Fig. 2. A portion of ∂Ω is shown, together with primal boundary edge eb in
one to one correspondence with a dual boundary edge ẽb.

where the array Fb has the same number of elements of
U, but its nonzero entries are only the ones associated to
dual boundary edges ẽb of ∂Ω, which are in one to one
correspondence to primal boundary edges eb (Fig. 2).

The matrix MY has also nonzero entries only in correspon-
dence of the boundary edges. Its entries are calculated from
the admittance parameter Y , as described in [1]. According to
[1], condition (12) is integrated into (11) as

(CTMνC− ω2Mε)U + iωFb = 0. (13)

IV. IMPEDANCE BOUNDARY CONDITION WITH PLANE
WAVE EXCITATION

The goal of the presented boundary condition is to apply a
plane wave entering the domain Ω through a specific portion
Σ of the boundary ∂Ω. Since in Ω there could be reflections
and scattering phenomena that must be taken into account, we
can split the electromagnetic field across Σ in two separate
components
• the component entering Σ, due to the imposed excitation

and given by the fields e−,h− and directed towards −n;
• the component exiting Σ, given by e+,h+ due to the

reflections, directed towards n.
Between the pair of fields on Σ

e = e+ + e−, (14)

h = h+ + h−, (15)

hold according to (6). The excitation Σ is characterized by a
given wave admittance Y with respect to the normal direction
n, where

h+ × n = Y ((n× e+)× n), (16)
h− × n = −Y ((n× e−)× n), (17)

hold. The fact that the wave vector direction is exactly n
has important consequences, as it will be explained below.
In the following two subsections it will be shown how, from
the considerations made, admittance boundary conditions with
excitation are incorporated in the problem (13).

A. Tangent electric field exiting Ω

The left hand side of (16) can be rewritten decomposing h+

in its normal component h+
n and in its tangential component

h+
t

h+ × n = (h+
n + h+

t )× n = h+
t × n, (18)
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and (16) becomes

h+
t × n = Y e+

t . (19)

This last formula establishes a relation between the tangential
components of the electric and magnetic fields exiting Ω: they
are proportional to each other by the factor Y , the wave admit-
tance of Σ. The direct implication is that only waves exiting Ω
with normal incidence will experience no reflection. According
to (12), boundary condition for the exiting component of the
field are written as

Fb
+

= MY U+, (20)

where Fb
+ and U+ are the magnetomotive and electromotive

forces due to the exiting wave. Moreover, MY satisfies (20)
exactly when the tangential components of the electric field
are piecewise uniform on each element of Σ.

B. Tangent electric field entering Ω

A similar reasoning can be carried out for the field compo-
nent entering Ω. In this case (17) is considered, yielding

h−t × n = −Y e−t . (21)

Again, (21) can be directly translated in discrete form

Fb
−

= −MY U−, (22)

where Fb
− and U− are the magnetomotive and electromotive

forces due to the entering wave. This second equation, as
will be shown below, involves known quantities and is used
to impose the exitation on Σ. Again, it relates exactly the
tangential components of the electric and magnetic fields, so
it permits to apply a plane wave with normal incidence to Σ.

C. Obtaining the linear system

Since the fields are decomposed in entering and exiting
components, it holds that

Fb = Fb
+

+ Fb
−
, (23)

U = U+ + U−. (24)

The array U is formed by two contributes. The electromotive
force due to the imposed exitation, which is fully known, is
expressed by U− and is nonzero only in correspondence of
the entries of the primal boundary edges of Σ. The array U+,
on the other hand, is unknown and in correspondence of the
primal edges of Σ it accounts for the electromotive force due
to the wave exiting Ω. Starting from (23) and using (20) and
(24), excitation boundary condition is deduced

Fb = Fb
+

+ Fb
−

= MY U+ + Fb
−

= MY (U−U−) + Fb
−

= MY U + 2Fb
−
.

(25)

Finally, by substituting Fb from (25) in (13) we obtain

(CTMνC− ω2Mε)U + iωMY U = −2iωFb
−
, (26)

⇧⌃ Cones

+z
z = 0

Ferrite tiles ⇧0

1

Fig. 3. Sectional view of the cone-ferrite assembly (not to scale). The
excitation Σ, the impedance calculation plane Π and the impedance de-
embedding plane Π′ are indicated.

which allows to apply a magnetic field excitation, computing
the entries F b

−

i of Fb
− as

F b
−

i =

∫
ẽbi

h− · dl. (27)

where ẽbi are the auxiliary dual edges of Σ. Otherwise, if an
electric field excitation is wanted, (22) can be used to obtain

(CTMνC− ω2Mε)U + iωMY U = 2iωMY U−, (28)

and computing the entries U b
−

i of U− as

U b
−

i =

∫
ebi

e− · dl, (29)

where ebi are the primal edges of Σ.

V. EQUIVALENT MODEL

The original model of the unitary cell represents the cone-
ferrite assembly in full detail. Material parameters of ferrites
and cones were obtained from vendor datasheets. Such detailed
modeling requires a very fine discretization that implies the
need of more computing and memory resources. For this
reason, when a full anechoich chamber has to be simulated, the
number of elements could become prohibitive, so a simplified
model is wanted.

A. Wave impedance calculation

Once the problem (26) is solved, wave impedance can be
calculated everywhere in Ω. In our application it is calculated
on a plane Π placed at z = 0, parallel to the boundary wall
(Fig. 3). A grid of 20×20 points was defined on the plane
Π and then the tetrahedrons containing these points were
identified. For each tetrahedron T1, . . . , Tn wave impedance
values Z1, . . . , Zn were calculated. Finally, wave impedance
on Π is obtained from

ZΠ =
1

n

n∑
i=1

Zn, (30)

where the average is performed for numerical robustness
reasons.
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Fig. 4. Sectional view of the equivalent model (not to scale). The whole
volume of the equivalent cell is made of air and the de-embedded impedance
condition is applied on the plane Π′
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Fig. 5. Electric field compairson between full and equivalent model.

B. Equivalent wall model

The calculated impedance ZΠ must now be de-embedded
to the boundary Π′ at the back of the ferrite tiles, obtaining
a new impedance ZΠ′ . Impedance ZΠ′ is calculated using a
standard formula from transmission line theory [3]

ZΠ′(z) = Zc
ZΠ − iZc tan(βz)

Zc − iZΠ tan(βz)
, (31)

where Zc =
√
µ/ε is the characteristic impedance of the space

where the wave propagates. ZΠ′(z) is a function of z, the
distance of Π′ from Π.

VI. NUMERICAL RESULTS

Two models of the unitary cell were developed, one with
full details and one composed entirely by air and terminated by
an impedance calculated as in (31). Simulation was performed
on the first model, imposing a plane wave excitation on Σ with
an incident electric field of 1 V/m. Then wave impedance was
calculated on the plane Π, sampling Π on 400 evenly spaced
points distributed on a 20×20 grid. Impedance ZΠ′ was then
calculated according to (31) and used as boundary condition on
the simplified model. Finally the excitation condition was used
again to impose a plane wave with the same characteristics of
the previous experiment on the boundary Σ of the simplified
model. Numerical results (Fig. 5, 6) confirm the good quality
of the equivalent simplified model since the error was below
5% in most of the zone of interest, despite the drastic reduction

(20 times) of the number of elements.
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Fig. 6. Percent relative error made by the equivalent model compared with
the full one.

Experiments were made with EMT, a new, general pur-
pose DGA workbench written in C++11. Simulations were
performed on OS X 10.9.2 running on a Core i7 3615QM
with 16GB of RAM, Clang/LLVM 3.4 compiler and MKL
PARDISO solver. The full model mesh included about 446000
tetrahedrons, which gave rise to a problem of 485572 un-
knowns. Assembly took 8.34s, while the solver took 55.22s.
The simplified model consisted of about 22000 tetrahedrons,
which gave rise to a problem of 26624 unknowns: assembly
time was 0.45s while the solver took 0.48s.

VII. FINAL REMARKS

A novel admittance boundary condition with plane wave ex-
citation was developed for the Discrete Geometric Approach.
The new tool was used to study a piece of an anechoic wall
in full detail, with the goal of obtaining an equivalent model
of the real anechoic wall. In the context of the DGA the
developed boundary condition is a wide generalization of the
wave propagation problem since it collects in a single equation
a number of other important boundary conditions, namely
• Admittance boundary condition as in [1], when Fb

−
= 0,

• Perfect Magnetic Conductor, when MY = 0, Fb
−

= 0,
• Perfect Electric Conductor, when MY = 0, Fb

−
= 0,

CTMνC = 0 and ω2Mε = 0.
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